
THE ULTRA 
COLLECTION
Our lightest 
collection, ever. 



INTRODUCING OUR 
LIGHTEST BOARDS EVER 

THE ULTRA 
COLLECTION

Designed with your wanderlust and convenience 
in mind, the world’s most travel-friendly paddle 
boards are changing the game, built to go the 
distance in an unbelievably lightweight, yet 
extremely durable package that goes with you 
anywhere—and we mean anywhere.

Are you ready to experience ultra? 
Hop onboard.

THE ULTRA RANGE 

Comprised of 4 ultra-lightweight, feature-packed models, the ULTRA 
Collection makes getting on the water easier than ever before. 

Whether traveling by car, bus, plane, or with the board on your back, 
no waterway is off limits.  

Innovative woven drop-stitch construction delivers durability and rigidity 
for any adventure, so you can paddle the world with confidence.

With something for everyone, 
this collection takes the sup experience to the next level.

THE SPECIALIST 

BLACKFIN CX 
ULTRA 

A lightweight, stable, and 
premium board for all riders. 

ADVENTURE SERIES 

ALL-AROUND 10’ 
ULTRA 

Versatile performance 
with a mix of speed and 
maneuverability.

ADVENTURE SERIES 

ALL-AROUND 11’ 
ULTRA 

For confident, solo riders 
who enjoy the thrill of speed. 

THE CLASSIC 

CRUISER  
ULTRA 

Designed for all levels of 
experience — adventure in 
comfort.
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1  LIGHT, FAST, 
DURABLE:  
Innovative woven drop-stitch 
construction delivers a lighter 
and more durable board 
with increased rigidity and 
improved speed. Compatible 
with the Kayak Conversion Kit 
and your favorite iROCKER 
accessories for a versatile on 
the water experience.

4  A PADDLING 
EXPERIENCE LIKE NEVER 
BEFORE: 
Longer, lighter fins offer 
improved tracking and balance, 
while the new 5-piece carbon 
fiber paddle is lightweight and 
easy to use with enhanced 
durability and detachable parts 
for convenient travel and storage. 

5  ELECTRIC PUMP 
INCLUDED: 
Set up is made simple with a 
12V electric pump included with 
your board. Inflate your SUP in 
12 minutes or less by connecting 
directly to a power point, cigarette 
lighter or portable 12V battery.

2  HASSLE-FREE TRAVEL 
TO ANY LOCATION: 
No water is off limits. Travel 
seamlessly to any location with a 
lightweight board and backpack, 
ideal for hiking, backcountry 
paddling, road trips, and overseas 
destinations.

3  COMPACT 
CONVENIENCE: 
It’s all for one and one for 
small with a compact backpack 
nearly 50% smaller than that of 
previous models. Packing and 
unpacking is simple and efficient 
with a board that effortlessly 
folds into the small backpack, 
equipped with zippers on both 
sides, additional pockets, and 
removable bungee storage.

5

1

3
4

“The most common question we get is, ‘Can I do this?’ My honest answer is, ‘With 
iROCKER products, you absolutely can.’ We take guessing out of the equation and 
invest in products that make you feel like a pro no matter your skill level. When 
designing this board, I wanted to make something that adults, teenagers, and beginners 
could use and feel confident while paddling. If you want stability, peace of mind, and a 
balanced on the water experience, this is the board for you. And the lightweight design 
makes it easy to transport with a backpack only slightly bigger than a kid’s school bag.” 

Steve Elder
iROCKER Founder & CEO
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iROCKER ALL AROUND 10’ 
ULTRA

No waterway is off limits with this new and 
improved, lightweight paddle board. The All-
Around 10 ULTRA is the upgraded addition 
to the iROCKER fleet designed for solo riders 
5’5” and below. The lightweight base means 
you glide through the water at pace, with a 
32” width to keep you steady. Turn with ease 
and feel comfortable taking control while 
standing on a durable woven drop-stitch 
construction with a lightweight carbon fiber 
paddle in hand. An easy-to-carry backpack for 
quick and efficient travel means you’ll spend 
more time on the water and less time setting 
up. The iROCKER All-Around 10 ULTRA is 
designed to take on any adventure.

WHO IS IT FOR?
The iROCKER All-Around 11 ULTRA is 
for confident beginners or experienced 
paddlers 5’9” and above who love the 
thrill of speed. With a 260lbs. weight 
capacity, this board is best suited for solo 
riders or two smaller riders. 

BOARD AA 10 KG & CM AA 10 LB & INCHES

Dimension 304.8 x 81.3 x 15.2 cm 10’ x 32” x 6”

Net Weight 9 kg 19.8 lbs

BOARD BAG AA 10 KG & CM AA 10 LB & INCHES

Dimension 25.4 x 40.6 x 53.3 cm 10" x 16" x 21"

Net Weight 1.74 kg 3.84 lbs

ACCESSORY POUCH AA 10 KG & CM AA 10 LB & INCHES

Dimension 38 x 23 x 9.5 cm 15” x 9.1” x 3.7”

Net Weight 0.28 kg 0.62 lbs

PADDLE AA 10 KG & CM AA 10 LB & INCHES

Dimension about 50 cm 20”

Net Weight about 860 grams about 2 lbs

length of 5pcs 218.4 cm when fully assembled 86”

BOARD BOX AA 10 KG & CM AA 10 LB & INCHES

Dimension 63.5 x 30.5 x 50.8 25” x 12” x 20”

Net Weight about 15.5 kg 34.2 lbs
(board & accessories included)
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iROCKER ALL AROUND 11’ 
ULTRA

Discover the new and improved way 
to explore the world’s waterways. This 
paddle board is lighter, longer, and faster, 
designed for taller and heavier riders, 
or multiple smaller riders. The 32” width 
delivers stability while the 11’ length offers 
a seamless glide and new woven drop-
stitch construction enhances rigidity and 
durability. Experience reliable, effortless 
paddling with the lightweight carbon fiber 
paddle and get on the water hassle-free with 
a new compact backpack. Transform the 
way you and your family explore with the 
upgraded iROCKER All-Around 11 ULTRA.  

WHO IS IT FOR?
The iROCKER All-Around 11 ULTRA is 
for confident beginners or experienced 
paddlers 5’9” and above who love the 
thrill of speed. With a 290lbs. weight 
capacity, this board is best suited for solo 
riders or two smaller riders. 

BOARD AA 11 KG & CM AA 11 LB & INCHES

Dimension 335.3 x 81.3 x 15.2 cm 11’ x 32” x 6”

Net Weight 9.7 kg 21.4 lbs

BOARD BAG AA 11 KG & CM AA 11 LB & INCHES

Dimension 25.4 x 40.6 x 53.3 cm 10" x 16" x 21"

Net Weight 1.74 kg 3.84 lbs

ACCESSORY POUCH AA 11 KG & CM AA 11 LB & INCHES

Dimension 38 x 23 x 9.5 cm 15” x 9.1” x 3.7”

Net Weight 0.28 kg 0.62 lbs

PADDLE AA 11 KG & CM AA 11 LB & INCHES

Dimension about 50 cm 20”

Net Weight about 860 grams about 2 lbs

length of 5pcs 218.4 cm when fully assembled 86"

BOARD BOX AA 11 KG & CM AA 11 LB & INCHES

Dimension 63.5 x 30.5 x 50.8 cm 25” x 12” x 20”

Net Weight about 16 kg 35.3 lbs
(board & accessories included)
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CRUISER 
ULTRA

Transform how you and your family explore 
with the most stable board on the market—
now lighter and more durable than ever 
before. Equipped with an extra-wide 33” 
base and broad tail, the new and improved 
Cruiser ULTRA is perfect for multiple riders 
or additional cargo. Stand with ease and 
try some onboard yoga, feeling secure 
above the water, and effortlessly reach any 
destination with a lightweight, compact 
backpack. Whether you’re a beginner or an 
intermediate paddler, the Cruiser ULTRA 
will allow you to adventure in comfort.  

WHO IS IT FOR?
The Cruiser ULTRA is designed for beginners, 
SUP yogis, families with children, and 
intermediate paddlers who prefer a slower 
ride. There is ample room for one rider and 
additional cargo or it’s spacious enough for 
two riders. Weight capacity: 300lbs.  

BOARD IROCKER CRUISER KG & CM IROCKER CRUISER LB & INCHES

Dimension 320 x 83.8 x 15.2 cm 10’6 x 33” x 6”

Net Weight 9.5 kg 21 lbs

BOARD BAG IROCKER CRUISER KG & CM IROCKER CRUISER LB & INCHES

Dimension 25.4 x 40.6 x 53.3 cm 10” x 16” x 21”

Net Weight 1.74 kg 3.84 lbs

ACCESSORY POUCH IROCKER CRUISER KG & CM IROCKER CRUISER LB & INCHES

Dimension 38 x 23 x 9.5 cm 15” x 9.1” x 3.7”

Net Weight 0.28 kg 0.62 lbs

PADDLE IROCKER CRUISER KG & CM IROCKER CRUISER LB & INCHES

Dimension about 50 cm 20”

Net Weight about 860 grams about 2 lbs

length of 5pcs 218.4 cm when fully assembled 86”

BOARD BOX IROCKER CRUISER KG & CM IROCKER CRUISER LB & INCHES

Dimension 63.5 x 30.5 x 50.8 cm 25” x 12” x 20”

Net Weight about 15.8 kg 34.8 lbs
(board & accessories included)
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BLACKFIN CX   
ULTRA

Experience one of our most popular 
boards, now with a lighter, faster, and more 
durable design. New woven drop-stitch 
construction and a built-in carbon rail make 
for a rigid and stable board with excellent 
tracking—perfect for any water condition. 
The 10’6” long and 32.5” wide base make 
this board one of the fastest on the water, 
and the lightweight carbon fiber paddle 
improves strokes for easy and efficient 
paddling. Effortlessly travel to any waterway 
with a lightweight, easy-to-carry backpack, 
specifically designed to make setup simple. 
Upgrade your outdoor adventure today 
with the premium BLACKFIN CX ULTRA. 

WHO IS IT FOR?
The BLACKFIN CX ULTRA is designed for 
beginner and experienced riders seeking a 
lightweight, stable, and premium experience 
without the need for a fishing rack. With a 
weight capacity of 320lbs, adults can ride solo 
or as a pair while exploring any waterway.

BOARD BLACKFIN UL CX KG & CM BLACKFIN UL CX LB & INCHES

Dimension 320 x 83 x 15.2 cm 10’6 x 32” x 6”

Net Weight 9 kg 19.8 lbs

BOARD BAG BLACKFIN UL CX KG & CM BLACKFIN UL CX LB & INCHES

Dimension 25.4 x 40 x 53.3 cm 10" x 16" x 21"

Net Weight 1.74 kg 3.84 lbs

ACCESSORY POUCH BLACKFIN UL CX KG & CM BLACKFIN UL CX LB & INCHES

Dimension 38 x 23 x 9.5 cm 15” x 9.1” x 3.7”

Net Weight 0.28 kg 0.62 lbs

PADDLE BLACKFIN UL CX KG & CM BLACKFIN UL CX LB & INCHES

Dimension about 50 cm 20”

Net Weight about 860 grams about 2 lbs

length of 5pcs 218.4 cm when fully assembled 86”

BOARD BOX BLACKFIN UL CX KG & CM BLACKFIN UL CX LB & INCHES

Dimension 63.5 x 30.5 x 50.8 cm 25” x 12” x 20”

Net Weight about 16 kg 35.3 lbs
(board & accessories included)

NEW MODEL

Our latest addition to the BLACKFIN 
line features a brand-new shape for 
unrivaled speed. 
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It’s all for one and one for small with a compact backpack 
nearly 50% smaller than that of previous models. Packing and 
unpacking is simple and efficient with a board that effortlessly 

folds into the backpack, equipped with zippers on both 
sides, additional pockets, and removable bungee storage. 

COMPACT CONVENIENCE
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FAQS 
 What makes ULTRA 

boards different from 
other iROCKER boards?
The ULTRA Collection are our 
lightest boards yet, with each 
designed to make getting 
on the water more simple, 
and the paddling experience 
more fun. Made with 
innovative woven drop-stitch 
construction, these boards 
are more durable than ever 
before. Packed into a small, 
easy-to-carry backpack, 
you can take them on any 
adventure—no waterway is 
off limits. 

 Is the ULTRA collection 
easy to inflate?
Yes! Each board in the 
collection comes with an 
electric pump, so you can 
inflate and deflate the board 
with ease and spend more 
time on the water. Plug the 
pump into a power source 
such as your car lighter, a 
12V battery, or wall socket, 
and watch the board inflate 
in 12 minutes or less. You 
can also use the pump to 
deflate your board. 

 Can I fit multiple boards 
in my car?
Yes, the ULTRA™ collection 
is compact and lightweight. 
These boards fit easily into 

a 21”H x 16” W backpack. 
You can fit multiple boards 
in your car—enough for the 
whole family. 

 What is the difference 
between the iROCKER 
ULTRA Collection and other 
lightweight brands? Every 
ULTRA board comes with a 
convenient electric pump, 
our compact backpack has 
more padding and additional 
pockets, and our boards are 
made to stand the test of 
time and adventure. That’s 
why we have a longer 
warranty period and return 
policy than other brands.

BETTER TOGETHER* * These are recommended packs.
These products are not sold together.

CONVENIENCE PACK

Spend more time on the water and less time inflating! This pack is all about simplifying set up so you 
can get to paddling.

CARRY STRAP 
Transport your board 
with ease and comfort by 
attaching the strap to the 
D-Rings located on the
side of your deck pad.

iROCKER Electric 
Pump Battery 
Portable is the name of the 
game. Power your electric 
pump anywhere you go, 
as well as charge any 
USB compatible charging 
devices.

iROCKER Electric 
Pump Wall Adapter
No need for a car battery! 
Plug your iROCKER Electric 
Pump directly into any wall 
outlet and start inflating.

iROCKER WATERPROOF 
BACKPACK
Keep your paddle boarding 
essentials as well as your 
electric pump safe and dry 
while exploring.
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EASE INTO 
PADDLING 
PACK

MIX & 
MATCH 
PACK

Say what’SUP to 
your paddling 
essentials. Perfect 
for beginners 
looking to get their 
feet wet, this trio 
of accessories will 
have you out on 
the water with cool 
confidence.

Add to the 
adventure with 
accessories 
designed to 
enhance the 
experience and 
keep your gear 
secure.

SUP to Kayak 
Conversion Kit
Compatible with 
iROCKER, NAUTICAL 
and BLACKFIN 
boards, this versatile 
conversion kit ups the 
ante, providing a fun 
and familiar way to 
experience your board 
from a seated position.

iROCKER SUP Anchor
Learn the ropes as you 
practice paddling in 
place or moor yourself 
in your favorite SUP spot 
for a break to take in the 
scenery.

Onyx Movement 
Dynamic Paddle 
Sports Life Vest
Need we say more? The 
safer you are, the more 
adventures you’ll have!

VIBE Waterproof 
Speaker
Elevate the ride with 
your favorite playlist or 
get lost in thought with 
a mindful podcast as 
you paddle. Either way, 
this fully waterproof 
Bluetooth speaker offers 
up to five hours of play 
time.

Cup Holder*
Secure your favorite 
beverage with a 
convenient cup holder 
that attaches easily to 
your board’s action 
mount.

* Compatible with 2019 or newer 
iROCKER and BLACKFIN boards and 
2021 or newer NAUTICAL boards

Colorful Bungee & 
Handle Set
Keep your gear safe and 
secured to your board 
throughout the ride.

CLEAN & 
CARE PACK

RECORD 
& SHARE 
PACK

Treat your SUP like 
your best friend! 
This trio of products
helps to extend the 
life of your favorite 
iROCKER products.

Add to the 
adventure with 
accessories 
designed to 
enhance the 
experience and 
keep your gear 
secure.

iROCKER SUP 
Cleaning Kit
This specifically
formulated spray and 
scuff eraser combo not 
only cleans your paddle 
board, kayak, dock, and 
rotomolded cooler,
but also protects against 
damaging UV rays.

iROCKER 
Board Mat
Protect your board from 
dirt and scratches by 
rolling it atop the board 
mat when preparing 
for storage. A versatile 
accessory, you can also use 
it as a cover to protect your 
board or as a mat to sit on.

* Compatible with 2019 or 
newer iROCKER and BLACKFIN 
boards and 2021 or newer 
NAUTICAL boards

GoPro 
Compatible Mount*
Fully waterproof 
for secure use, this 
wearable accessory 
conveniently provides 
the ability to use touch-
screen technology 
through the bag.

Cell Phone 
Holder*
Whether chatting with 
a friend or snapping 
pics of the scenery, this 
must-have accessory 
secures into your 
action mount and easily 
adjusts with a ball joint.

iROCKER 
Cell Phone Case*
Fully waterproof 
for secure use, this 
wearable accessory 
conveniently provides 
the ability to use touch-
screen technology 
through the bag.
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The world’s most 
travel-friendly paddle 

board collection. 

THE ULTRA 
COLLECTION




